
Learn Scavenger Game Pickup For One-Night
Stands From The Clubs
Posted on February 18, 2013 by Socialkenny

I received an e-mail or 2 from guys who were suggesting that I write “Scavenger Game” as a separate post to the previous article:

1 night stand pulls, which features “Scavenger Game”.

So here it is, a full-concentrated article on how to run Scavenger Game [for SNL/One-Night Stands].

Scavenger Game Scenario In Use

In my last field report from Valentine’s weekend, I’d highlighted “Scavenger Game” in effect. Here’s an excerpt:

Anyways, so I spotted a sexy girl with the looks of a young Janet Jackson, I approached her

And immediately escalated!

Also bear in mind; scavenger game is about immediate sexual escalation: IMMEDIATE!

This is a last-ditch effort, do-or-die moment, so long conversations are fucking NO NO!

This is no time to be chatting about “how long you lived here in town…”.

Note: Your biggest challenge in scavenger game will be competition from other guys.

This chick had 4 other aggressive dudes trying to take her home.
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Some guys instinctively understand Scavenger Game and apply it just as I was doing, so don’t be fooled into thinking that you won’t

have to fight to get the girl.

I’ve known guys who don’t even enter nightclubs.

They’d just show up at scavenger hours to see which half-drunk girl they can pull to their parked cars to fuck.

Anywho, at 1 point, some other guy had managed to get the Janet Jackson look-alike from me [hot-club girls have short attention

spans, so this is pretty standard].

He tried kissing her, she pulled back laughingly, he got disheartened and bounced.

I swooped back in, grabbed her hand and led her, we made out , she pulled away, said she gotta take piss so she busted a leak

behind a car while I stood there zoned out watching her pee.

We continued walking, she says to me:

“I don’t even know you. I wanna go back in the club. I don’t wanna go home yet”!

I convinced her to not go back into the club.

She tells me she lives nearby, so I walked with her while we fondled each other and made out a bit.

Got to where she stays, fooled around @ the gate, she says her roommate is up early so we can’t go in [I did notice someone

inside from outside], so I tried pulling her pants down to fuck her right there @ her gate but her fucking jeans were too damn tight!

Goddammit!…

Employ “Scavenger Game” when all fails.

Realistically speaking, I don’t see this as a last resort, only that it could only be utilized when everyone is leaving the club.

For instance, you cannot use scavenger game early in the night when people are just arriving…DUH!

Four AM onward is the time for scavenging, when girls are sexual, horny, drunk, tipsy, sloppy…

This photo of “Lust Nightclub” in Cleveland,

OH is the perfect setting for Scavenger Game

At this time juncture, lots of girls would just stand around in a semi trance, which is your moment to get your scavenger game on.

Half of my One-Night Stand over the years were scavenger-game pulls after 4 AM.

This strategy is super fucking powerful!
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It’s either hit or miss though, but you have dozens of chances to take 1 of those horny girls home.

If 1 attempt fails- so fucking what!

Move on to the next girl outside the club!

That’s the hidden beauty in scavenger game: you can try and try until 1 hooks.

As I stated in the last article, I’ve known guys who don’t even step foot into clubs.

They just stand-sit around and wait until scavenger hours so they can get to work.

I have a buddy who would stay home the entire night and get up like 4:30 AM, drive to the club, sit outside in his ride and just wait

to fucking pull!

So you don’t even have to enter the club to pull SNL’s!

You can just stand around outside the venue and wait to pick off lone wolves or groups of girls if you’re skilled in social-circle pickup.

“Guideline To Scavenger Game”

Just as I did in my field report cited at the top of this article, here’s a step-by-step guide.

•Sit, stand, wait outside of the nightclub [or even a bar].

•Having a ride makes logistics better to fuck her (in the car).

•Not having a vehicle, you’ll have to settle for banging her outdoors or taking her to your place or hers. Outdoors is the best option

since she’s already outside!

Whether you were inside the club or not; that doesn’t matter!

You can just show up at 5 AM [depended on whatever time the clubs in your region shut] fresh out of bed to run scavenger game!

•I advise you to down a beer or 2 before actually showing up (just to pump your state for physical combat).

If you can escalate without drinking; then fine!

•Approach your target, throw a bullshit opener, then go sexual:

“Hey sexy, what time is it”!?

Boom!

Get Physical!

If it’s a group of girls (let’s say a 3-set):

“Hey girls why the hell y’all leaving already”!

Boom!

Get Physical!

•Having a wingman for 2-3 sets would be perfect where he (or they) can occupy her friends.

•Your goal is to extract and isolate your target from her group then get physical!
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If she’s alone, there’s no need for an extraction of this sort.

•Approach, open, get her to stop, hold her hand(s), invade her space!

If she stops; then it’s ON!

If she allows you to hold her hands (which she will), then it’s fucking ON!

If she allows you to invade her space (get closer); it’s ON!

If she allows you to hold her around the waits or put your hands on her shoulder; it’s ON!

These are all physical green lights!

•So as you approach her, get her to stop by throwing your opener, you want to immediately go KINO with 1 of the gestures I

pointed out above:

•Hold hand(s)

•Hold her around waist

•Hug her

•Put your arm on her shoulder

•Embrace her from behind

Let’s say she’s walking in front of you (slowly), you can get her to stop by taking her around the waist with both hands.

“Stop! You can’t go home already”!

•Once she stops for whatever reason, that is your indicator that it’s ON!

The Goal

Assuming you did all the above correctly, approached, open, got her to stop, went KINO…

If driving, invite her over to your parked car:

“Let’s stand over here”!

•Throw a compliance test by taking her hand to lead her to wherever you want (car, crib, cafe, etc.).

If she complies and goes with you; that’s another fucking green light!

She is sexually receptive!!!

All those drinks and grinding on dicks throughout the night had spiked her Buying Temperature something ridiculous!

And this’ the beauty about it [if you came straight from home]:

•You just showed up

•You hadn’t bought any drinks for her nor spent a dime

•You never entered the club [$$ saved again]

•You didn’t burn yourself out the entire night by dancing with her

So you’re literally skipping hours worth of time by swooping in at the last minute for Scavenger Game.
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Those clowns who were inside dancing with her all night will be burnt out, drunk and going home alone.

So you just virtually skipped the line of 100 people although you showed up last!

Your Enemies

You’ll have 5 likely enemies/obstacles when it comes to Scavenger Game:

1.) Other guys (competition)

You will not be the only guy trying to run scavenger game! If you are; then the world is yous!

Since the world isn’t yours, 9 in 10 times, you’ll have to fend off other men like a pack of hyenas. The most aggressive guy wins!

2.) Your own buddies

Your friends (if you have any with you) will at times try to fuck up your situation by talking you out of the One-Night Stand push:

“Dude let’s go! I’m tired! I’m leaving you here! You’re being too aggressive with her”!

Your own friends will try talking you out of sex.

3.) Her girlfriends (if any)

Girlfriends will naturally cockblock. This is a given, which makes lone wolves (girls who are alone outside of the club) the easier

option.

4.) Your own mind (limiting belief)

You may start to question yourself:

“Am I being too aggressive”?

“Will she let me kiss her”?

“Will she call the cops on me for rape”!?

Your own mind will fuck you up by bringing up worst case scenarios!

Tell your mind to STFU and stop cockblocking!!!

5.) Shitty Logistics

For me, bad logistics are always the biggest obstacles out the 5.

I would manage to ward off cockblockers/competition, isolate her from her friends, but poor logistics would eat me the fuck up!

Poor logistics may entail:

•Not having a car (that night)

•Not having any condoms (although I prefer banging raw)

•Day light rapidly approaching

•No where to fuck

•She lives real far which means walking out of the question

Nevertheless, presuming logistics are semi-decent, you got the HB standing with you on the sidewalk or next to a car (hers or
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yours), you should’ve already been:

1.) Tonguing her down

2.) Finger banging her

3.) Having her stroke your cock

4.) Fucking her

The self-doubters will be saying as they read this:

“No fucking way! This is impossible! This can’t happen! Bullshit! A girl will never allow this to go down”!!!

This limiting-belief of the Beta-Male’s mindset is exactly why RSD Tyler wrote years ago: “Only 5% of men in the world get laid

regularly”.

Those 5%ers include a mixture of Alpha-Naturals, Players, Macks and Pick-Up Artists.

You want to be apart of this exclusive 5% group of men who get laid regularly.

Continuing…

Where Can I Take Her [Logistics]?

As you become better and battle-tested @ Scavenger Game, you will have noticed 1 thing:

•Shagging girls outdoor is your new-best hobby

A decent portion of my One Night Stands had occurred outdoors: behind dumpsters, in between parked cars, abandoned houses,

door steps, piers…

Actually, 80% of my outdoor One-Night Stand lays happened at “Piers and Boardwalks”.

The nightclubs which I usually frequented were all located beside piers or the sea coast, so I took advantage of logistics

[unknowingly so].

I fount that club girls enjoyed taking a walk to the pier and fucking on the boardwalk or deck.

If your club isn’t located near the coast, your other viable-logistical options to lay her:

•Inside or on top of your parked car or anyone else’s car (hood)

•A nearby motel, hostel, guess house, friend’s house…

•Her place [a rare possibility]

Everything must be nearby (unless you’re driving).

Set up your sexual logistics to where everything is near the club:

Your car parked nearby, your buddie’s car nearby, your hotel nearby, your apartment nearby, abandoned houses nearby…

Good Logistics will become your best ally.

Bad Logistics will become your worst enemy at this point in the game.
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Spread Love!!

Like this:

The reason for proximity and having the fuck-location nearby is to avoid backward rationalization by the girl.

Let’s say that the club is 45 min. away via driving.

By the time you’re driving the one-night stand chick back to your place (45 minutes away), there’s a 50-50 chance that she will back

out as the long drive back to your place allows her the mental space to think rationally.

Every aspect of a Same Night Lay/One Night Stand should happen FAST!

Rapid succession!

The spot that you’re gonna fuck her at should be close!

You should kiss her fast!

Move fast!

Allow her no psychological-breathing room to back out!

So everything must be near and fast!

As for in-door locales, I’ve never taken a One-Night Stand chick back to my apartment.

They’ve all been taken back to my hotel since most of those lays occurred while I was island hopping throughout the Caribbean.

Girls will be more receptive to going back to your hotel than apartment.

Why this is will require an entire article to explain.

Quick recap in pulling one-night stands from the club via Scavenger Game

•Spot the target outside the club

•Approach and open her

•Get physical right away

•Get her to take a walk or over to your car (if any)

•Take her to whichever fuck-spot will be nearest.

 Loading...
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8 thoughts on “Learn Scavenger Game Pickup For One-Night Stands From The Clubs”

Pingback: Learn Scavenger Game Pickup For One-Night Stands From The Clubs « PUA Central

February 19, 2013 at 10:35 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I always thought that night game is about target selection and finding a girl who is DTF (down to fuck) than anything

else, than it just matter of making good logistical decision and escalation.

All the dancing and socializing is all fine if you into it, but if you there to get laid than finding a chick who wants to get laid

should be priority.

bogspua

February 19, 2013 at 1:16 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

I couldn’t said it any better than your last statement which is to find the chicks who are there to get laid. Some guys

just go out to have fun and dance without an thought to take someone home. That’s cool.

But for the guys who may want to get some after all, it’s best if he aims for that instead of wasting time dancing at

random.

Socialkenny

February 19, 2013 at 1:36 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Good points. Socializing is not necessary, many of those guys who get laid every time they hit clubs love to brag

that they barely do any talking and escalation is the first step. Which makes sense if you good at selecting DTF

girls.

bogspua

February 19, 2013 at 9:49 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Well said. Ability to select or spot DTF girls is powerful and a shortcut. You ever blogged about that, how to

spot DTF girls?

Socialkenny

February 19, 2013 at 11:43 PM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

bossymoksie
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What's your view?

“As you become better and battle-tested @ Scavenger Game, you will have noticed 1 thing: Shagging girls outdoor is your

new-best hobby”

-lol Kenny!

February 22, 2013 at 2:11 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

Kenny, this scavenger game sounds pretty beta to me.

Darkmat

February 22, 2013 at 8:17 AM •

Reply

 0  0  Rate This

It’s a last-ditch effort therefore you may have to get somewhat desperate or aggressively pursue it.

I wouldn’t say it’s Beta depended on how it’s applied.

Maybe you can elaborate or give an example as to what makes it Beta.

Socialkenny
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Kenny...Kenny...Kenny. If you had done proper foreplay, they WOULD have been lubricated. :-) Ever heard of lube as an option too? I did

not cry or wail, although it was uncomfortable and I did ...
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This is the most retarted thing I've ever read....
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That letter will never be written again by me lol.The thing is:the only how a letter like that would have a positive turn out is if that girl is chasing

the guy.But I was the chaser.And women are...
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Somewhere around 35, we realize we should have picked one of the nice boys.... ahhhh... .lessons learned!...
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to each his own, at the end of the day I will not be judged for their behaviour, if you want to fuck around, just don't get married...

1↑ 0↓ (1 vote)
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